[Roaming through methodology. XXVII. Problems with longitudinal studies: confounding of the relationship between age, time of measurement and birth cohort].
Nowadays, age-related research questions are investigated using longitudinal study designs where measurements are repeated over time in the same subjects. Cross-sectional studies are used less often for this purpose, as they provide measurements at only one point in time thus making it more difficult to establish relationships between variables and outcomes. However, longitudinal measurements also have drawbacks, even in investigations that, for example, are aimed at age-related changes in physical and psychosocial characteristics during growth and development in young people. In the study of age-related trends, several types of confounding may occur: birth cohort effects, time-of-measurement effects, and test-and-learning effects. If control measurements are carefully collected, for example, in a multiple longitudinal design, or by not repeatedly measuring a control group, the confounding may be quantified and the study results corrected accordingly.